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The cycle life of LiNi1/3 Co1/3 Mn1/3 O2 (NMC) based cells are significantly influenced by the choice of the negative electrode.
Electrochemical testing and post mortem surface analysis are here used to investigate NMC electrodes cycled vs. either Li-metal,
graphite or Li4 Ti5 O12 (LTO) as negative electrodes. While NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite cells show small capacity fading over 200
cycles, NMC-Li-metal cell suffers from rapid capacity fading accompanied with an increased voltage hysteresis despite the almost
unlimited access of lithium. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) results show that no structural degradation occurs on
the positive electrode even after >200 cycles, however, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results shows that the composition
of the surface layer formed on the NMC cathode in the NMC-Li-metal cell is largely different from that of the other NMC cathodes
(cycled in the NMC-graphite or NMC-LTO cells). Furthermore, it is shown that the surface layer thickness on NMC increases with
the number of cycles, caused by continuous electrolyte degradation products formed at the Li-metal negative electrode and then
transferred to NMC positive electrode.
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Li-ion batteries (LiBs) are widely used in applications where
rechargeability of high energy density storage units is required, such as
portable devices including consumer electronics, vehicles and space
applications. It is beneficial that the components are as light-weight as
possible for portable devices, thereby decreasing the energy required
to transport the device. One widely used positive electrode material
contributing to high energy density is LiNi1/3 Co1/3 Mn1/3 O2 (NMC), either operating at a higher potential or having a larger practical specific
capacity than the classical LiMn2 O4 and LiFePO4 materials.1,2 NMC
is also less costly than the LiCoO2 alternative due to the decreased
cobalt content.
In commercial cells, NMC electrodes are most often cycled vs.
graphite negative electrodes which has a low working potential, enabling a large potential difference between the electrodes. However,
the low working potential is outside of the electrochemical stability window of most common electrolytes, leading to formation of a
solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer on the anode surface. A corresponding but thinner layer could also form on the side of the positive electrode depending on the working potential of the cathode.3,4
Lithium is consumed during SEI formation, which results in a decrease in the cell capacity and an increase in the cell resistance. The
problems caused by SEI layer formation can be resolved by changing
the negative electrode to an electrode working at a higher potential
– within the electrochemical stability window of the electrolyte –
such as lithium titanate (Li4 Ti5 O12 ; LTO). Although the increased
working potential decreases the energy density of the cell, cycle
life is generally increased. The Li-metal anode is another negative
electrode that is commonly used as counter/reference electrode, at
least in academic studies, to make so called “half-cells”. Li-metal has
higher energy density compared to other negative electrodes, but it
suffers from dendrite formation, low cycling Coulombic efficiency,
etc.5
In this work, we study how the electrochemical performance of
NMC cathodes is influenced by the choice of negative electrode,
and how the surface layer formed on NMC positive electrode depend on the negative electrode material, by investigations of NMCLi-metal, NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite cells. This is motivated by
the extensive use of Li-metal in literature to bench-mark cathode
materials, which can neglect the influence of the negative elecz
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trode itself on the potential profile and cycling life of the positive
electrode.
There are several well-known failure modes or degradation processes in NMC electrodes, including “cross-over” of metal ions (Mn,
Ni, Co) from the cathode to the anode,6,7 micro-cracks in the particles
during cycling,8 loss of contact between particles, gas evolution,9,10
phase transformations11 and surface film formation.12 We here shed
light on yet another failure mechanism of NMC cathodes, triggered
by the “cross-talk” between the electrodes, where species from the
negative electrode dissolve into the electrolyte and deposit on the
positive electrode. Surface layer formation on NMC is here investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is a surface
sensitive technique capable of measuring the outermost surface of
a sample and distinguishing between the chemical composition of
molecules. This technique has previously been utilized for surface
characterization of NMC electrodes.13,14 It has been shown that a stable surface layer on positive electrodes operating at high potentials
is a critical parameter for successful prolongation of the battery cycle life, through inhibition of further electrolyte decomposition at the
surface.15 Structural degradations are here evaluated by X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), since the technique is sensitive
to the transition metal oxidation state and the coordination environment around the ions. We therefore aim to investigate the capacity
fading mechanisms of NMC electrodes depending on the negative
electrode, using a C-rate (1C) close to the operating rate of many LiB
applications.
Experimental
Electrode preparation and cell assembly.—Cathodes were prepared from a slurry consisting of 80 wt% NMC (MTI corporation), 10
wt% binder (Kynar 2801 dissolved in N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP))
and 10 wt% carbon black (Super C65, Imerys). NMC and the carbon
black were first mixed in a planetary ball mill for 0.5 hours, followed by addition of the dissolved binder and then further mixed for 1
hour. The slurry was thereafter coated on a carbon-coated aluminum
sheet and dried at 120◦ C. The mass loadings ranged between 0.9–1.2
mg/cm2 for the dried electrodes. The electrodes were then individually pressed with a static force of 6 kN/cm2 at room temperature. The
electrodes were afterwards dried for at least 5 hours at 120◦ C in a
vacuum oven, placed in an argon-filled glove box with oxygen and
water level below 5 ppm. Lithium foil was used as negative electrode,
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unless otherwise specified. LTO electrodes were prepared from a
slurry consisting of 75 wt% LTO (kindly provided by Varta), 15 wt%
binder (Kynar 2801 dissolved in NMP) and 10 wt% carbon black (super P, Erachem Comilog). The slurry was ball milled, followed by being casted on a carbon coated aluminum foil. Graphite electrodes were
prepared from a slurry consisting of 88 wt% graphite (Leclanché), 2.88
wt% KS6 (Timrex), 1.92 wt% super C65 (C-NERGY), 3.6 wt% CMC
(Dow chemical company), 3.6 wt% SBR (Targray) and deionized water as solvent. After ball milling the slurry was casted on copper foil.
After initial drying the electrodes were further dried at 80◦ C for 12
hours under vacuum in the glove box.
NMC cathodes were assembled in the glove box together with
lithium foil (or LTO or graphite). LTO and graphite anodes had the
excess of 18% and 33%, respectively, assuming capacities of 175
mAh/g for LTO and 372 mAh/g for graphite. The Li-metal anode
used for Li-NMC cells was about 25 mm wide and 0.13 mm thick,
which is about an excess of 25000%. During the assembly Celgard
2500 separators were used together with 80 μL of LP40 electrolyte (1
M LiPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate
(DEC) mixture with volume ratio of 1:1) in each cell. The pouch
cells, which consist of polymer coated aluminum foil, were sealed
by melting the edges under a pressure of 30 mbar. The sealing was
performed in an argon filled glove box, assuring low water content.
The edge where the current collectors were inserted (the edge with
the highest risk for leakage) was sealed three times. The cells rested
for 12–17 hours in order to assure good wetting before cycling was
initiated.
Electrochemical cycling.—The cells were galvanostatically cycled between cutoff potentials of 3.0 and 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+ (hereafter,
all voltages are given vs. Li+ /Li); positive electrodes are considered
delithiated at 4.3 V. The cycling was performed at 30◦ C on a Novonix
High Precision Charger battery testing system. The cells were cycled
at the charge and discharge rate 1 C (corresponding to 150 mAh/g).
Some cells were interrupted after only 3 cycles or during the first
cycle in order to perform XPS or XANES analyses. For cells where
NMC was cycled vs. LTO, cutoff potentials were set to 1.45 and
2.75 V vs. LTO. The cutoff potentials were decreased as compared to
NMC electrodes cycled vs. lithium, as the working potential of LTO
electrodes vs. lithium is 1.55 V. Cells where NMC was cycled vs.
graphite were cycled with the cutoff potentials set to 2.0 and 4.2 V vs.
graphite.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.—XPS measurements were
performed in-house at a Perkin Elmer PHI 5500 XPS system using monochromatized 1486.6 eV Al Kα radiation. Prior to the XPS
measurements, the cells were opened in an argon filled glove box
and rinsed with battery-grade dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (BASF).
By using a special transfer cup the samples were transferred into the
analyzing chamber of the XPS instrument without any exposure to
atmosphere. The XPS spectra were energy scale calibrated with respect to the lattice oxygen bonding peak set to 529.5 eV. The peaks
were curve fitted after applying a non-linear Shirley background. All
spectra are intensity calibrated by the background intensity at 280 eV,
reducing the impact of different sample alignments. When normalizing the intensity, the maximum deviation from average in Figure 3
was 1.6% for O 1s, 0% for C 1s, 4.8% for F 1s and 16.9% for P 2p. In
Figure 4 the maximum deviation from average was 5.2% for O 1s, 0%
for C 1s and 10.8% for F 1s. The background intensity in XPS spectra are caused by inelastically scattered electrons.16 It is proportional
to the incoming intensity of the X-ray beam, and also dependent of
the chemical composition of the sample. As all samples have a similar composition in this study, this dependency is considered as the
same for all samples. Also, non-curve fitted spectra are displayed
after applying a non-linear Shirley background. Elemental concentration was calculated according to Eq. 1, where I is integrated intensity of the peak after background subtraction and S is the sensitivity

Figure 1. Electrochemical performance of NMC cathodes cycled toward different anodes. a) discharge capacity vs. cycle number. b) Coulombic efficiency
vs. cycle number.
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy.—XANES measurements were
performed at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, BESSY KMC-1 beam
line, HIKE end station. Measurements were performed using a Si
(422) double crystal monochromator, where the fluorescence yield
(FY) was analyzed. The fluorescence yield was recorded using a
Bruker XFlash 4010 fluorescence detector. The cells were opened
in an argon filled glove box, and the NMC electrodes were rinsed with
DMC and transferred through a special built transfer-rod to the beam
line without contact with air, preventing any surface reactions with
air.18 The K-edge of nickel, manganese and cobalt were analyzed. The
XANES spectra were energy calibrated by a reference measurement
of the Au4f peak. The spectra were then calibrated and normalized
using the Athena Demeter software19 version 0.9.25.
Results and Discussion
To investigate the electrochemical performance of NMC positive electrode and whether it is influenced by the choice of counter
electrode, cells were assembled using different negative electrodes
(counter electrodes). Figure 1a shows capacity fading in cells where
NMC as the positive electrode material is cycled vs. either lithium,
graphite or LTO as the negative electrode. While NMC-LTO and
NMC-graphite cells show limited capacity fading over the first 200
cycles, the cell using a Li-metal anode displays quite rapid capacity
fading. This capacity fading in the NMC–Li–metal cell is unlikely
due to the loss of Li+ from NMC in different types of side reactions
since the amount of lithium in the cell is in vast excess. Figure 1b
shows the Coulombic efficiency in the cells, which is calculated by
the discharge capacity divided to the charge capacity in each cycle.
When Li-metal is used as the negative electrode, the Coulombic efficiency value highlights efficiency of reaction of NMC electrode, and
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Figure 2. Galvanostatic cycles of NMC cathodes cycled toward different anodes and cycled at 1C rate. a) NMC vs. Li-metal. b) NMC vs. LTO. c) NMC vs.
graphite. d) Voltage hysteresis vs. cycle number.

doesn’t necessary reveal any information about the reversibility of
reactions on the counter electrode since there is large source of Li+
available by the Li-metal. The result from Figure 1b indicates that the
Coulombic efficiency is similar for all the cells independent of the
counter electrode during the first cycles, whereas it decreases during
the following cycles for the NMC-Li-metal cell. The small variation
in the capacity and Coulombic efficiency of the NMC-Li-metal cell
appearing after 100 cycles might be caused by small temperature fluctuations in the cycling chamber. However, the trend is clear that the
NMC-Li-metal cell performs inferior to the other cells. The lower
Coulombic efficiency of NMC-Li-metal cell, compared to NMC-LTO
and NMC-graphite cells, discloses that more charge is lost in parasitic
reactions after the initial cycles.
Figures 2a–2c show galvanostatic discharge-charge curves, and
Figure 2d displays the voltage hysteresis of the cells. The results indicate that the NMC-Li-metal cell displays a large hysteresis (overpotential) over long term cycling, but the NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite
cells show a stable and small overpotential. Note that the overpotential
in the NMC-Li-metal cell decreases during the initial cycling, which
could be explained by roughening of the surface of Li-metal providing
higher surface area and lower resistance,20 however, the overpotential
increases rapidly during the continued cycling. As the NMC cathodes
are cycled against different types of anodes, the differences in overpotential is assumed to be caused by the choice of the anode. However,
in the two-electrode cell design, the contribution of each electrode
to the total cell resistance cannot be distinguished. Three-electrode
cell design are often used to find out the resistance in each electrode
individually, however, it is shown that results from three-electrode
cell design might be misleading due to measurement artifacts.21,22
That is why we used two-electrode cell design –which is commonly
used by researchers– in this study to highlight the issue that the total
cell resistance could be influence by Li-metal counter electrode. The
increased overpotential in the NMC-Li-metal cell will likely lead to
capacity fading since the cutoff potential is reached before all Li+
ions are intercalated/deintercalated in NMC. Therefore, the results in
Figures 1 and 2 reveal that the Li-metal anode is primarily responsible
for the poor performance of the NMC-Li-metal cell as compared to
NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite cells. These data support that parasitic
reactions on Li-metal anode reactions lead to the capacity fading and
increased overpotential either through increased resistance of the Limetal anode or increased resistance of NMC cathodes caused by the
Li-metal anode.

To find out if any surface layer was formed on NMC cathodes in
the aforementioned cells, we used XPS to characterize the NMC electrodes after 203 cycles (3 precycling+200 cycles). Figure 3 shows F
1s, C 1s, O 1s, and P 2p spectra of NMC cathodes cycled in NMC-Limetal, NMC-LTO, or NMC-graphite cells. While the O 1s spectra of
NMC cathodes from NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite cells show only
minor dissimilarities, the O 1s spectrum of NMC from NMC-Li-metal
cell displays much larger peak at 533–534 eV originated from electrolyte decomposition products.23 Similarly, the C 1s spectra display
a more pronounced peak at about 287–288 eV for the NMC cathode
from the NMC-Li-metal cell, which indicates presence of more C-O,
O-C-O and/or C = O containing species originated from electrolyte
degradation.23 On the other hand, the F 1s spectra show formation of
a smaller amount of LiF on the NMC electrode from the NMC-Limetal cell than on the other NMC electrodes. Also, the P 2p spectra
indicate presence of very little phosphorous on the surface of the
NMC from NMC-Li-metal cell, while more phosphorous containing
compounds are detected at about 136 eV on the surface of NMC cathodes from NMC-LTO, originated from LiPF6 electrolyte salt which
is the only added source of phosphorous. Therefore, if assuming a
uniform distribution of compounds the XPS results indicate that the
surface layer formed on the NMC in NMC-Li-metal is more organic
(carbon and oxygen containing species) while the layer formed on
the NMC from NMC-LTO and NMC-graphite cells is more inorganic
(LiF and phosphourous containing species). This is in agreements
with the relative atomic concentrations of each element on the surface
of the NMC cathode shown in Figure 3; the elemental surface composition on NMC cathodes from LTO-NMC and graphite-NMC are
very similar, but that the surface composition on NMC from NMC-Limetal cell is composed of more C and O, and less F and P containing
specie.
The metal-oxide bond of NMC is clearly observed at about 529.5
eV in the O 1s spectra. This means that the thickness of the surface layers formed on the NMC electrodes is below probing depth
of in-house XPS using Al Kα source, which is about ∼10 nm. However, the intensity of the C-C bond at 284.5 eV in the C 1s spectra (originated from carbon black) of the NMC from NMC-Li-metal
cell is lower compared to the other NMC electrodes, suggesting a
similar or slightly thicker layer formed on the NMC from NMCLi-metal. Overall, the XPS results highlight that products formed
on the Li-metal will transfer through the electrolyte and deposit on
the NMC electrode, constituting a significant cross-talk. This could
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Figure 3. XPS spectra of NMC cathodes after 203 cycles in cells with different anodes of lithium, LTO or graphite, and the relative atomic concentration of
different elements on the surface of NMC cathodes.

be initiated by dissolution24 of SEI species and other decomposition
products -formed at Li-metal counter electrode- into the electrolyte
solution and consequent diffusion of those products to the NMC working electrode.
In order to find out the dynamics of surface layer formation on
the NMC cathodes in NMC-Li-metal cells, i.e., whether it is primarily
formed during initial or long term cycling, NMC cathodes were inves-

tigated at different charge-discharge states and after different number
of cycles. Figure 4 shows F 1s, O 1s, and C 1s spectra of NMC cathodes from Li-NMC cells after the first charge (delithiated), 3 cycles
and 203 cycles, and compare the result with spectra from a pristine
NMC electrode and an NMC electrode soaked in the electrolyte for
15 hours. The XPS spectra indicate that there is almost no surface
layer formed on NMC during the first initial cycles, as the spectra of
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Figure 4. C 1s, O 1s, and F 1s spectra of NMC electrodes cycled vs. Li and stopped at different number of cycles.

samples after 1 charge and 3 cycles look similar to the spectra of pristine sample. When observing the surface layer formation after 203
cycles, however, a major change can be seen as two intense peaks
appear at about 532.0 eV and 533.3 eV, representing carbonates such
as Li2 CO3 or ROCO2 Li and polyethers originated from electrolyte
decomposition products. This is in stark contrast to the ideal scenario
of SEI formation where the primary formation occurs during initial
cycles and thereafter remaining fairly stable. It can therefore be concluded that the surface layer on the NMC is built up by repeated
cycling in these cells, which supports the theory of electrolyte decomposition species being formed primarily on the negative Li-metal
electrode and transferred to the positive NMC electrode.
To characterize the oxidation state of the transition metal ions after
initial and long term cycles, XANES measurements were performed
and Figure 5 display data of the nickel, manganese and cobalt K-edge
of NMC cathodes from NMC-Li-metal cells at different number of
cycles. The manganese K-edge shows no major differences in edge
position and the pre-edge shape after 203 cycles as they are strikingly
similar to that of the pristine sample. This indicates that the oxidation
state remains unchanged from the pristine sample, determined to +IV
in similar structures.25 The similar shapes of the pre-edges indicate
that no substantial changes occur in the coordination symmetry. How-

ever, in the delithiated state after 203.5 cycles, the shape of the edge
has changed, indicating a change in the environment around the manganese ions. The edge and pre-edge shape changes observed in this
study, are consistent with previously reported results occurring at a
slow cycling rate during the first cycle.26,27 It is also seen that the preedge consists of two peaks, corresponding to the transition from the
1s orbital to an empty 3d orbital.28 The double peak in the manganese
pre-edge supports that the manganese ions are in the tetravalent state
as only one pre-edge peak would be observed in the trivalent state.28 A
similar trend by comparing the lithiated, delithiated, and pristine electrodes was observed for the cobalt K-edge; NMC cathodes after 1 and
203 cycles, at lithiated state, have similar features to the pristine NMC.
The change in the shape of the edge at delithiated state after 203.5
cycles, which discloses a change in the environment around the cobalt
ions, has been ascribed to changes in the bond length and covalency.26
Likewise, the nickel K-edge spectra show differences between the
lithiated and delithiated NMC cathodes, while no differences between
lithiated electrodes and pristine electrodes are observed. However for
Ni, a clear change of edge position toward higher energy is observed
from lithiated to delithiated NMC state, i.e. 203 and 203.5 cycles respectively. This corresponds to a change in oxidation number of Ni
toward a higher valence upon delithiation.
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when LTO or graphite was used as the negative electrode. XANES
measurements discloses that the transition metals remain stable and retains their initial oxidation state even after extended cycling, thereby
further supports that surface layer formation rather than structural
degradations is the cause for the capacity fading. Overall, the results reveal that degradation of electrolyte at the Li-metal anode the
cross-talk between Li-metal anode and NMC cathode causes rapid capacity fading and thus more reliable counter electrodes such as LTO
or graphite could be instead used.
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In summary, the XANES results suggest that the oxidation state and
the chemical environment around the transition metals remain stable
after extended cycling. Therefore, the capacity fading of NMC cathodes is primarily not due to any structural deterioration of transition
metals in NMC over long term cycling, and the poor electrochemical
performance is rather more likely due to the surface layer formation –
which in turn is controlled by the Li-metal negative electrode material.
Conclusions
The galvanostatic cycling results showed that the capacity retention of NMC-based cells is significantly influenced by the choice of
negative electrode used. Li-metal compared to graphite or LTO as
the negative electrodes has a detrimental effect and results in rapid
capacity fading. This is attributed to the increased over potential,
causing the cutoff potential to be reached before the cell is fully lithiated/delithiated. XPS results indicated that a slightly thicker surface
layer formed, after extended cycling, on NMC electrode when Limetal is used as negative electrode. The composition of the surface
layer on NMC depends on the negative electrode, as more organic
compounds were observed on NMC electrode when cycled vs. Limetal, while more inorganic compounds formed on NMC electrodes
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